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Elpro Quick Bracket

Elpro Quick Bracket reduces the installation time of equipment on cable 
ladders, making installation up to three times faster – saving contractors 
and installers both valuable time and money. No tools, no welding, and no fire 
protection. The Elpro Quick Bracket snaps quickly and easily onto all types of 
maritime cable ladders.

— Prior to the development of the Elpro Quick Bracket, we had to drill holes in standard iron brackets and 
weld them onto our cable ladders. It took a lot of time; the drilling, fireproofing the surrounding area and 
welding. Nowadays, we simply snap the Elpro Quick Bracket onto the cable ladder. No drilling, no welding and no 
fireproofing the surrounding area, explains the inventor of the Elpro Quick Bracket, Villy Løvnes. 

Developed for quick installation without welding
The Elpro Quick Bracket was developed for the maritime sector, who found themselves in needed of a quick and 
safe way to install electrical equipment on cable ladders. The Quick Bracket removes the need to weld, significantly 
reducing the risk of fire while working near pre-installed cables on cable ladders, and removing the need to 
fireproof the surrounding area prior to installation.

Easy installation on cable ladders with



Benefits

How to: Installation

Installation

Product information Typical applications

•   Easily mounted without tools – clicks onto 
     pre-installed cable ladder.
•   Avoid welding and fireproofing.
•   Minimum three times faster installation.
•   Cost efficient.
•   Shipped flat-packed. Easy to transport.

•   Easy installation on all types of cable ladders.
•   Prefabricated screw holes – fits all types of  
     cable boxes, as well as other equipment commonly   
     mounted above cable ladders.
•   Can be tailored to customer needs and demands.

•   Make/ Brand: Elpro
•   Suppliers item number: E1301831
•   Weight: 0.15 kg

•   Cable installation in the maritime sector.

The Elpro Quick Bracket is mounted by means of prefabricated “weakenings” in the bracket, allowing installers 
to easily click it onto and bend it over the beam of the cable ladder. A wide variety of prefabricated screw holes 
ensures easy installation of almost any type of boxes and fixtures commonly mounted in connection to cable 
ladders – such as junction boxes, sockets, fire detectors, and light fixtures.
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About Elpro
The Elpro Group consists of three well-integrated business units; Solutions, Electro and Installation. Elpro has over 30 years of experience within 
the electro technical and electro mechanical sector. A wide spread of clients across our project portfolio has accumulated a lot of problem solving 
skills and industry knowledge. Talk to an experienced partner for your next project. Talk to Elpro!


